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"Who is Chloe Pink? Why is she in my diary?" And where is the key to this diary anyways?" Whoa!

Hold on. That's a lot of questions, you curious girl! First of all, you should know that Chloe Pink is a

little cartoon girl with a super-sized message for you. "Follow your dreams, girl!" Secondly, she's in

your diary to help you discover the secrets & stuff that make you so special and one-of-a-kind. As

for your third question wondering where the key to your diary is...Well, who needs a key when

you've got Chloe Pink to help you unlock so many secrets about yourself such as: â€¢ The top 10

reasons you love being a girl â€¢ What a "pink scarf day" means to you â€¢ Who are your friends?

What do you share in common with them? How are you different? â€¢ What stresses you out? What

makes things all better? â€¢ Who supports you? Who do you support? â€¢ What are your favorite

hobbies, sports and activities? What is most challenging? Most fun? What are you best at? â€¢ And

much, much more Plus -- Chloe Pink has added a FREE bonus section where youâ€™ll learn the

secret to making your dreams come true! Letâ€™s just say that here, in your diary, you get to

decode, open up and reveal just about everything that makes you "YOU!" And -- come to think of it,

that's something you should never keep a secret.
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My daughter Bri and I were at Barnes & Noble the other day and what we saw more than anything

were coloring books for grownups.And we thought YOUR coloring and activity books should be in

the store because they are an inspiration for girls and women of all ages!More so than anything

we've ever seen. Chloe Pink is an infectious character and the writing is sharp and witty.Although



we are probably not the target audience for Chloe Pink books -- girls younger than 10 could enjoy it

-- we found adult meaning in the Follow Your Dream exercises.So I'd highly recommend this to girls

-- and women -- of all ages.

Dove into this marvelous book recently, and I adored it. It's the perfect book for young girls

Worldwide. The author, Sharna Fulton through her wonderfully charming character Chloe Pink,

takes the reader on a journey of discovery in the various fun and entertaining exercises contained

within the book.It's totally an interactive piece in which young girls can immerse themselves. There

are positive messages of self-worth, kindness, love, respect with hands-on play on every page.This

is a marvelous activity book.

For every moment that empowers our girls, they will encounter 100 other things that make them

doubt their true awesomeness. That is why I LOVE CHLOE PINK! She is a little girl with a BIG

message. Be Yourself & Follow Your Dreams, Girl!This book is so simple. It's fill in the blanks really,

nothing complicated. But the message your girl will read over & over is to be true to yourself, YOU

alone are the most amazing YOU anybody can ever be & Follow your Dreams. If our girls can see

that message over and over, subliminally it WILL SINK IN. Maybe, then they will all become

amazing self confidant girls that will treat others with kindness & respect and then go on to change

the world! And ...it will all be because of this little book and a little girl named Chloe Pink....Okay,let's

be honest....we all know that will not happen because of one little book...or will it?I am a Mom of 2

kids, a Girl Scout Leader and a Director with Thirty-one Gifts. I DO know that no matter what age

you are, tiny victories can make a HUGE impact on lives. Every time we are Celebrated,

Encouraged or Rewarded ,our smile gets a little brighter, our heads are held a little higher and our

self confidence grows a little bigger. And I DO know that self confidant girls can change lives :-) No

matter how old they are :-)If there is a way for our girls to get a daily dose of positive

encouragement while they quietly reflect about their Big Dreams...well I am ALL FOR IT!That is why

I am a fan of Chloe Pink. So, if you are a girl... or you know a girl.... you should be a fan too, and

buy this book :-)

Cartoonist Sharna Fulton once again delivers a purely positive publication for girls of all ages --

Chloe Pink is a cheerleader for everyone but she has a particular interest in seeing girls follow their

dreams, along with major support from her little pup (and sidekick) Pete."The Tell Your Secrets &

Stuff to Chloe Pink Diary" is interactive, inspirational and incredibly imaginative -- all the things we



want to encourage not only in youth but each of us, too. This is a feel-good book that promotes

thought, creativity and self-confidence -- big-deal stuff -- and invites readers to really think about

what they like, what they don't like, what they want, what they hope to be able to do and how they

might be able to make it happen, all the while focusing on what's special about them as individuals.

In the words of Chloe Pink (and Ms. Fulton), "Follow your dreams, girls!"

Anyone who believes in girls and wants them to have self-confidence should be giving these as

gifts!!The author really helps girls "dig deep" in this book (in a FUN way) and offers so many

creative ways to express their feelings! She covers friendship, hobbies, imagination, goal setting

and more!
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